
What Emotion Do You 
Feel?

satisfaction

happiness

joy

success

admiration

proud

surprise

unsatisfaction
irritation

boredom

sadness

anxiety

fear





noun verb adjective adverb

picture picturesque
education educate
difference differ different differently
life live lively
practice practise practical practically
discovery discover

usual usually



Why do you think people travel?
• People travel the globe to see other 

countries and continents, modern 
cities and the ruins of ancient 
towns, they travel to enjoy 
…(1)…..places, or just for a change 
of scene. Today people have lots of 
reasons to travel. Travelling has 
always been a part of 
people’s…(2)…... The best way to 
study geography is to travel and the 
best way to know and understand 
the traditions and customs of 
(3)…….people is to speak to them. 
Besides, travelling is a good way to 
(4)……foreign language. 

• It goes without saying that it’s 
always interesting to (5)…….new 
places and new ways of…(6)…., to 
try foreign food and to listen 
to…(7)….. musical rhythms. It’s 
much better than sitting at home 
and doing nothing.
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Why do you think people travel?

People travel the globe to see other countries and continents, modern 
cities and the ruins of ancient towns, they travel to enjoy picturesque 
places, or just for a change of scene. Today people have lots of 
reasons to travel. Travelling has always been a part of people’s 
education. The best way to study geography is to travel and the best 
way to know and understand the traditions and customs of different 
people is to speak to them. Besides, travelling is a good way to 
practise foreign language. It goes without saying that it’s always 
interesting to discover new places and new ways of life, to try foreign 
food and to listen to unusual musical rhythms. It’s much better than 
sitting at home and doing nothing.



KEYS to 
the text

2D  3C   4C    5B    6A



A     This speaker went on 

a beach holiday.

B     This speaker went on

 safari

C     This speaker went on

a camping holiday.

D        This speaker went on

a cruise 
E    This speaker went on

a skiing holiday

Speaker  1

Speaker   2

Speaker   3

Speaker    4

Listen and Match

1

2

3

4



KEYS to the 
listening

1D     2E     3B     4A



Which of these would be your 
ideal place to go on holiday?

skiing

safari

cruise Beach 
holiday



Would you be 
interested in….?

So, what do you think ?
What about…?

It would be a nice 
change if …..

Maybe we could…?
You are probably right.

Sounds perfect.

That’s a great idea.

That would be lovely.

I don’t think that…
Well, I don’t know.

Perhaps it would be better if…

No, I’m afraid it’s not
 my cup of tea.



TRAVELLING

People travel because…

They can travel 
by…

Modern people have a 
lot of ways to spend 

their holidays.

My ideal place to visit is…

To see other countries and continents

To enjoy picturesque places

For a change of scene

To understand the traditions and customs

To practise foreign language

Quiet holiday by the see or in 
the mountains

Enjoy hiking or mountain 
skiing

Admire animals 
going on safari

Air: speed and comfort
Train: more practical and economical; Enjoy the 

splendid view of the country-side

Sea: relax on the sun deck and enjoy the 
panoramic view of the sea

Car: rather convenient, 
Don’t have to buy tickets



What Emotion Do You 
Feel?

satisfaction
happiness

joy

success
admiration

proud

surprise

unsatisfaction

irritation

boredom

sadness

anxiety

fear

I feel
……..

Because I…
• Was (not) bored;

• Worked hard;
•Got interested;

 Answered properly;
• Was active, emotional;

• Fulfilled  the task;
• Received a good mark;


